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ABSTRACT
GUNARSO, GODELVA (2021). Personality Development of Stacy De Novo in
Michael Rohl’s The Princess Switch. Yogyakarta: Department of English Letters,
Faculty of Letters, Universitas Sanata Dharma
A character is one of the most important intrinsic features of a story which
representing the presence human being in real life. Therefore, a character also
belonged to certain characteristics as human being. Since the characteristic of
human being is dynamic, it is possible that an individual experiences personality
development during their lifetime. In Michael Rohl’s The Princess Switch, Stacy
de Novo undergoes some changes in her surroundings, which led her to personality
development.
The researcher formulates two problems in this study in which the
objectives are to describe Stacy de Novo’s portrayal in The Princess Switch and to
identify the aspects that influence Stacy de Novo’s personality development and
how the factors influence her personality development.
To examine the problem, the researcher uses the theory of character and
characterization from Joseph M. Boggs and Dennis W. Petrie and the theory of
personality development from Elizabeth B. Hurlock. This study uses library
research to find the theories and data required to answer the research questions.
From the analysis, the researcher discovers that Stacy de Novo is portrayed
as kindhearted and very organized and high-strung when she was in Chicago. Stacy
de Novo’s personality develops when she moved to the palace and lived a life as a
princess. She becomes more spontaneous and easy-going. This personality
development supported by some changing aspects such as changes in significant
people, changes in the environment, 16changes in roles, social pressure, and strong
motivation.
Keywords: The Princess Switch, Aspects, Influence, Personality Development
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ABSTRAK
GUNARSO, GODELVA (2021). Personality Development of Stacy De Novo in
Michael Rohl’s The Princess Switch. Yogyakarta: Program Studi Sastra Inggris,
Fakultas Sastra, Universitas Sanata Dharma
Sebuah karakter merupakan salah satu unsur intrinsik paling penting dalam
sebuah cerita yang merepresentasikan keberadaan manusia dalam kehidupan nyata.
Karenanya, karakter juga memiliki karakteristik sama seperti manusia. Oleh karena
manusia memiliki karakteristik yang dinamis, memungkinkan apabila di dalam
kehidupannya, seseorang mengalami perkembangan kepribadian. Dalam film The
Princess Switch yang disutradarai oleh Michael Rohl, seorang karakter bernama
Stacy de Novo mengalami beberapa perubahan di sekitarnya yang menuntunnya
kepada pengembangan kepribadian.
Peneliti merumuskan dua masalah dalam studi ini yang bertujuan untuk
menggambarkan karakteristik dari Stacy de Novo, untuk mengidentifikasi aspekaspek yang mempengaruhi kepribadiannya dan bagaimana hal-hal tersebut
mempengaruhi kepribadiannya.
Untuk menganalisis rumusan masalah dalam penelitian, peneliti
menggunakan teori karakter dan karakterisasi dari Joseph M. Boggs dan Dennis W.
Petrie juga teori pengembangan kepribadian dari Elizabeth B. Hurlock. Peneliti
menggunakan metode studi pustaka untuk menemukan teori-teori dan data yang
dibutuhkan untuk menjawab pertanyaan penelitian.
Setelah melakukan analisis, peneliti menemukan bahwa Stacy de novo
digambarkan sebagai individu yang berhati baik namun juga sangat terorganisisr
dan terlampau tegang saat menjalani kehidupan di Chicago. Kepribadiannya
kemudian berkembang saat pindah ke istana dan hidup sebagais eorang putri.
Pengembangan kepribadian ini dipengaruhi oleh aspek-aspek yang berubah seperti
perubahan orang penting, perubahan lingkungan, perubahan peran, perubahan
tekanan sosial, dan motivasi yang kuat.
Kata Kunci: The Princess Switch, Aspek-Aspek, Pengaruh, Pengembangan
Kepribadian
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A.

Background of the Study
Christmas is the most awaited season for those who celebrate. The

etymology of “Christmas” itself came from an Old English word Cristes Maesse
which means “The Mass of Christ” to commemorate the birth of Jesus Christ. Then,
after the Roman Empire’s time, the date of December 25 was known as Christmas
by people around the world (Onion, Sullivan, & Mullen, 2009). In many countries,
Christmas is marked by the winter holiday, snow, Santa Claus, green and red
colors, Christmas tree, colorful fairy lights, candles, candy cane, family reunion,
feast, etc. During the season, people’s enthusiasm makes it more magical along with
the joy of the celebration itself.
The Christmas celebration has evolved throughout the centuries with
various traditions. People started to realize that the day the Roman Empire marked
Christmas on the same day as they celebrated the Saturnalia, the God of Saturn
(Onion, Sullivan, & Mullen, 2009). The movie industries use Christmas to produce
fiction movies highlighting the magic of Christmas such as Christmas Carol, One
Magic Christmas, North Pole, Frozen, also used as the object of this study, The
Princess Switch. This magic attribute is sometimes combined with adventure,
comedy, romantic comedy, and musical genre. These genres are shown in the
statistics of The Relative Popularity of Genres Around the World which put the
genre of romantic comedy in 6th place (Follows & Nash, 2016). This means that the
genre of romantic comedy is one of the most popular genres around the world.

1
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The Princess Switch is a romantic comedy movie directed by Michael Rohl.
The story started when a professional baker named Stacy de Novo from Chicago
came to a Belgravia, a district in London as a contestant in a baking contest. Stacy
accidentally met Margaret, The Duchess of Montenaro, whose appearance is
identical to her. The Duchess then provoked Stacy to switch places with her for a
few days. Their plan brought them to their destiny at the end of the movie. This
study focused on Stacy de Novo’s personality, whom during her journey as one of
the contestants in the baking contest in Belgravia experience things outside her
routine as a baker.
A movie consists of characters and each character has function to represent
human being in real life. Therefore, characters also have certain qualities or
characteristics that form a personality. Allport in Feist & Feist (1976, p.378)
proposes that personality is the combination of characteristics belonging to an
individual and it is dynamic. That is why the personality probably changed or being
persistent as the story ends.
This study is conducted by using the theory of personality development by
Elizabeth B. Hurlock. The theory proposes that there are some important things that
contribute to the development of personality in an individual. Thus, it impacts the
individual to develop their personality through the changes and circumstances as
follows; physical changes, environment, significant people environment, social
pressure, roles, strong-motivated, self-concept, and the use of psychotherapy.
The association of psychology and literature helps the readers or audiences
illustrate the details of what happened in the author’s life or other things that are
currently happening as represented by the intrinsic features of the literary works.
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Human nature has long been a matter of curiosity and great interest. People
have always wanted to be able to understand and predict the behavior of
others (Sollod et al. as cited in Aras, 2015)
Using the psychological approach, the researcher applies psychology of
literature that studies the types and principles of psychology suggested by Wellek
and Warren (1948). However, this study is dealing with characters as the intrinsic
features of a literary work. Therefore, the researcher uses the theory of character
and characterization to examine how characters in the movie are described. Thus,
the purposes of this study are to describe the posrtrayal of Stacy de Novo in the
movie The Princess Switch by Michael Rohl and to identify the aspects that
influence Stacy de Novo’s personality to gain an understanding of how the
influence of the aspects affect Stacy de Novo’s personality in Michael Rohl’s The
Princess Switch.
B.

Problem Formulation
There are two questions to be discussed in this study which are mentioned

as follows.
1. How is Stacy de Novo portrayed in the movie The Princess Switch by Michael
Rohl?
2. What are the aspects that influence Stacy de Novo’s personality development
and how do those aspects influence Stacy de Novo’s personality development
in Michael Rohl’s The Princess Switch?
C.

Objective of The Study
There are three objectives to be achieved in this study. The first objective is

to describe the portrayal of Stacy de Novo in the movie The Princess Switch by
Michael Rohl. Second, to observe the aspects that influence Stacy de Novo’s
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personality development in Michael Rohl’s The Princess Switch and how the
aspects influence Stacy de Novo’s personality development in Michael Rohl’s The
Princess Switch.
D.

Definition of Terms
In this part of the study, the researcher elaborates on some important key

terms used to conduct the research. These terms’ definitions also help the reader to
understand the topic specifically.
This study uses the term personality development. This term derived from
the word personality which is defined as the permanent composition of
characteristics that belong to a human being which made an individual can differ
from others (Jusuf, 2018, p. 46). The personality belonging to someone can be
shaped through gradual development that occurs in someone’s life as a result of
changes in those characteristics which later defined as the process of stabilities in
an individual that changes over time personality development in the APA
Dictionary of Psychology (Jusuf, 2018, p. 47).
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
A.

Review of Related Studies
In this part of the study, the researcher reviews other studies which are

related or have a similar discussion. This study discusses the aspects that influence
Stacy de Novo’s personality as the main character in the movie The Princess Switch
by Michael Rohl. This explains the reason why the researcher uses similar studies
discussing personality development and the aspects that are proven to be the
influence on a character’s personality.
The first related study is conducted by Elin Eprilin Fitria Miela Putri (2020)
from Universitas Sanata Dharma entitled Personality Development of the
Character of Reporter in William Faulkner’s Pylon. In the research, Putri discussed
the depiction of the character of the reporter, which at the beginning of the story are
stubborn, disrespectful, and selfish until he met the flyer family. The reporter's
personality has changed into helpful, understanding, and caring since he met the
flyer family. The study also discovered that the change of environment took a role
in affecting an individual’s personality where the character of the reporter
encountered two different situations in his life. First, when he worked in the
newspaper company and then when he lives with the flyer family. These different
situations then changed his personality because it has broadened the reporter’s point
of view of both environments.

5
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The second related study is also from Universitas Sanata Dharma and
conducted by Albertus Revo Pramudya (2020) entitled The Impacts of Don
Shirley’s Influence Towards Tony Lip’s Personality Development in Farelly’ s
Green Book Script. In this study, Pramudya discussed the personality development
that happened in Tony Lip. Don Shirley’s existence has changed some aspects of
Tony Lip’s life and led him to personality development. In this study, Pramudya
was also using the aspects that are changed as proposed by Hurlock (1974). The
aspects are significant people, roles, and environment. Tony Lip, who is at first
portrayed as an uncultured, money-oriented, and racist, changed into a more
cultured, sincere, and more tolerant person. Don Shirley’s presence has brought
these changes into Tony Lip’s life.
These related studies which have elaborated are proven to have similarity
with this study. Both of the studies have similarities in analyzing the influence of
changes caused by certain characters which have impacted the main character’s
personality. To solve the research problems, both studies also use the theory of
personality development. Compared to this study, the researcher focuses more on
which aspects influencing the main character’s personality and how they took the
role in changing the character.
B.

Review of Related Theories
In this part of the study, the researcher elaborates the theories used to find

the answers to each problem formulation. In this study, the theory of character and
characterization is used to answer the first research question. Then, to answer the
second and the third research questions, the researcher uses the theory of personality
development.
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1.

Theory of Character and Characterization
In this part of the literature review, the researcher elaborates the theory of

character and characterization suggested by Joseph M. Boggs and Dennis W. Petrie
in The Art of Watching Films. This theory elaborates some types of characters and
how the audiences can analyze the character’s characteristics through the process
of characterization.
a.

Character
Character is one of the most essential intrinsic features of a story whether it

is described in a book, play script, or movie. The appearance of characters has a
significant role in building up the story. Character is also defined as something that
can help the reader understand literary works besides the plot in the story. The
presence of the characters and what they are doing in the movie or other literary
works have essential roles to deliver the idea of the movie. There are also major
appeal on the characters which attract the audience to watch the movie because of
their presence, which makes them different from other human beings in real life
(Boggs & Petrie, 2006, p. 24)
However, there are several types of character in a film which are categorized
in pairs according to Boggs and Petrie (2006, p. 67-70) :
i.

Static versus Dynamic Character
These pairs of character types perhaps are the least complex to describe. A

dynamic character is where a character appears in the movie experiencing some
changes throughout the movie due to the big twist of the situation. These changes
are often permanent and shift the character into a different one. Meanwhile, the
static character remains the same from the beginning of the story until the end. The
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changes or unstable circumstances in the story do not bother the character to be still
themselves (p. 68).
ii.

Round versus Flat Character
The round character of a story usually has its complexities in their

personalities and is often mentioned as a three-dimensional character. This type of
character gives the representation of human character and personalities in real life.
A flat character is more predictable than a round character. It has a lack of
complexity and not giving any surprises throughout the story. Audiences can
quickly identify the flat characters because of their simplicity and stability (p. 70).
iii.

Stock versus Stereotyped Character
These pair of characters are mainly categorized into supporting characters

where their appearance is not as much needed as the major characters. While stock
characters played with the exact role or job and being the additional support for
either characters or properties, for instance, trees or streetlights, stereotyped
characters would most likely have functions to represent a group of certain behavior
mimicking real-human activity (p. 67).
b.

Characterization
The attraction of a movie as seen from the audience’s point of view is mostly

caused by the interest to watch a particular character(s). The presence of a character
is not separable from its characterization. While a character is the ‘story doer’,
characterization gives more understanding about the character’s qualities through
their behavior, attraction, emotion, moral values, etc (Anonymous, Repositori
Institusi Universitas Sumatra Utara).Thus, the movie’s quality of character is
important because they represent the movie as a whole even though it has not played
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yet. Most importantly, if a movie was an adaptation from other literary work such
as a book, the readers probably expected more of the characters’ depiction than the
book has described (Boggs and Petrie, 2008, p. 60). This means that the action
shown in the movie can represent the real human persona. In their book, Boggs and
Petrie (2006) also provide the ways to understand the characters (p. 60-66):
i.

Appearance
The first thing to see in a movie is the characters. The importance of

appearance is why the casting process was an important thing done by the director
because people would expect to see what pleased their eyes or expected character
as they had seen in the poster. This impression will lead to the interests of the movie
itself.
ii.

Dialogue
A character also pays attention to what comes from their mouth, their

sayings. How the characters say things also influences their characterization in the
movie.
iii.

External Action
Other than their appearance, the characters’ characterization can be shown

through their action toward the social environment and how they act among other
characters. Some actions are needed to give a deeper understanding of the
characters or if the character will have development in their personality.
iv.

Internal Action
A character must be owned by its circle or community who knows them

well in the storyline, for instance, family. Through internal actions, audiences will
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understand the reasons for certain actions, the origin of the character’s appearance,
the unspoken things, and their support system.
v.

Reaction of Other Characters
Characterization includes how other characters see the person. Particular

characters do not need to have dialogues or appear too much, but they could get the
characterizations also from other characters when they play in the same scene.
vi.

Contrast: Dramatic Foils
Putting a character as the opposite of major or other characters is an easy

way to have a precise characterization. It could be more outstanding or worse than
the other.
vii.

Caricature and Leitmotif
Caricature is the way a character gets known deeply by their features, which

can easily stick into mind. Sometimes a caricature is found out to be iconic in the
movie. Meanwhile, the leitmotif is a kind of trademark of a character appearing
from the repetition of a single action, phrase, or idea. For example, the word
“Legendary” is said by Barney from How I met Your Mother.
viii.

Choice of Name
Giving appropriate names of the characters are also a characterization.

When a character possesses a name. For example, the name Delilah has the
characterization of a strong girl with a sharp jawline and red hair.
Through the process of characterization, people can also gain access to
analyze more things from the character. For instance, in this study, characterization
helps the researcher show the portrayal of the character and compare the character’s
personality in different places where they settled.
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2.

Theory of Personality Development
The terminology of personality derived from an ancient Latin term that

means persona referring to a roman theatrical mask. People often define personality
as a permanent cover of the characteristics belonging to human beings (Feist &
Feist, 2008, p. 3). These characteristics referred to special or unique features which
differ one individual from the others such as emotional patterns or behaviors.
These differences among human personalities are not entirely diversified,
which means that there is probably no rare personality that people are not known
(Hurlock, 1974, p. 8). Although there are millions of humans, there must be the
same unique features that made human beings can be classified into specific
categories of personality as recognized by people these days
According to Allport, as cited in The Theory of Personality, an individual’s
personality is possible to change because they are dynamic and as a “whole” are the
combination of qualities throughout their lifetime. Allport also stated that
“Personality is the dynamic organization within the individual of those psychophysical systems that determine his behavior characteristic and thought” (Feist &
Feist, p. 378).
Hurlock (1974) also proposes that previous researches on personality
theories believe that the personality belonging to a person is either persistent or can
be changed throughout the lifetime because personality itself is the combination of
qualities in an individual as explained before. Some also believe that it is hereditary,
therefore, it is relatively permanent. For instance, as a kid, Bob was a shy person,
but as he grew up, the society around him recognized him as a confident and
talkative man. In the theory of personality, this can be concluded as a development
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because an individual has changed into a different personality. These developments
caused by the changes occurring in the society where the individual is settled (p.
106-107).
Humans as individuals and social beings cannot live without their
surroundings. Thus, the process of personality development also needs other social
beings.
Changes in personality do not occur of their own accord. Usually, they are
the result of multiple revisions in the thoughts and feelings related to the
person’s concept of self. …. in a normal person, there are usually several
causes of personality changes (Hurlock, 1976, p. 124).
However, several factors support this interplay in the individuals’
surroundings which categorized into a family environment and social environment
outside the home as follows according to Hurlock (1976, p. 124-128):
a.

Physical Changes
These changes happen during the adolescent time when a child experiences

puberty. At this time there might be unwanted changes in voice or other body parts
that make young individuals embarrassed of themselves.
b.

Changes in Environment
Environment or the surroundings is where individuals interact with people

other than their family. This external experience can give either bad or good
impressions which can change personality.
c.

Changes in Significant People
When people who surround an individual are changing, it can affect the

individual to change. This individual may adapt the pattern of behavior, beliefs,
values, and aspirations of these new people. These patterns can affect the individual
to change because most people at the phase of young adulthood try to fulfill the
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expectations of people around them. Thus, their personality may change according
to whom they live or interact with.
d.

Social Pressure
As someone grows up, some characteristics have to be adjusted to be

socially approved. An individual must be aware of their disliked or admired
characteristics by the society where he/she belongs because of their natural desire
to be approved by others. However, this might not apply to some individuals.
e.

Changes in Roles
There is a possibility to change roles because one individual can have more

than one group to belong to. This factor can negatively impact the person if they
are unprepared, demanded to be someone they do not want, or the incapability to
be just themselves among the groups.
f.

Strong Motivation
Strong motivation can also lead an individual to change or even tests their

personality’s persistence. A person can be motivated to change after seeing other
people’s struggles or inspired by others’ way of life.
g.

Changes in Self-Concept
In personality development, self-concept is the core of someone’s

personality and is difficult to change. The older an individual, the more complex
the change to happen. Although it is difficult, change can occur if it is done with
continuous attempts. However, to make this happen, an individual must be able to
see the reflection of their characteristics on themselves as a person and not as others
see them. Therefore, an individual must maintain their ego on their old self-concept
to be ready to accept and apply the new one. It might be uncomfortable for an
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individual because they must be not accustomed to how the actions result against
their will. By the time an individual has changed their self-concept, they have to
adjust the characteristics of the old self-concept to finally accept themselves in a
new personality.
h.

Use of Psychotherapy
Psychotherapy is the help for people who are having difficulties changing

their self-concept or breaking their unwanted habits on themselves but willing to
change or accept who they are. Psychotherapy helps an individual to know better
about themselves and realize how their self-concept can affect their behavior on
others. People can gain a better understanding through counseling or groups with
people who experience similar conditions to share and obtain better insights.
C.

Theoretical Framework
In this part of the study, the researcher elaborates theories that contribute to

the discussion of the problem formulation. There are two theories, which are the
theory of character and characterization by Boggs and Petrie and the theory of
personality development by Elizabeth Hurlock. This study uses these theories to
observe the portrayal of Stacy de Novo in The Princess Switch by Michael Rohl
and how Stacy de Novo’ s personality is influenced by some aspects when she was
in the baking contest in Belgravia and switched places with Margaret Delacourt.
The first research question is how Stacy de Novo is portrayed in Michael
Rohl’s The Princess Switch. The researcher has to know her personality by
identifying her characteristics using the theory of character and characterization
from The Art of Watching Films by Joseph M. Boggs and Dennis W. Petrie. This
study uses this theory because it is suitable for visual art like movies.
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This study focuses on how Stacy de Novo’s personality was affected by her
choice to live in a new environment in Belgravia. She competed and lived as The
Duchess for a few days. Elizabeth B. Hurlock’s Personality Development suggested
that some aspects can contribute to someone’s personality and change them. Thus,
this study uses the theory of character and characterization by Joseph M. Boggs and
Dennis W. Petrie to answer the first research question. To answer the second
question, this study uses the theory of personality development in Elizabeth B.
Hurlock’s Personality Development.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
A.

Object of the Study
The object of this study is The Princess Switch which was directed by

Michael Rohl, a Canadian TV director who also has German ethnicity. His works
include magical and supernatural series and movies such as Smallville,
Shadowhunters, Haven, Defying Gravity, also The Princess Switch. This movie was
released on 16 November 2018 under Netflix and Motion Picture Corporation of
America as the production companies. The characters were played by Vanessa
Hudgens, Sam Palladio, Nick Sagar, Alexa Adeosun as the main casts.
The Princess Switch brings the magic of Christmas to the storyline and is
mainly released on Netflix. The movie tells the story of a young woman named
Stacy de Novo. She is a professional baker who owns a bakery shop in Chicago
with her best friend, Kevin Richards. Several weeks before the Christmas holiday,
Kevin and his daughter, Olivia, secretly sent the photo of their bakery and the cakes
to a baking contest in Belgravia, a fictional monarchical country located in England.
Those photos gave Stacy a chance to compete in Wembley Stadium, Belgravia with
fully-funded accommodations. The contestants were given time to prepare the
kitchen and two days of sightseeing. This was the time when she met Lady Margaret
Delacourt, The Duchess of Montenaro, in which the kingdom is a neighboring
country of Belgravia. At that time, Margaret was scheduled to greet the contestants
during preparation time. Margaret was planning to marry the Crown Prince of
Belgravia, Edward, to make alliances between Montenaro and Belgravia. Thus, she
has to be involved in the events held by the country. Stacy was on her way to clean
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her apron at the venue where she accidentally bumped into Margaret and then
discovered that both of them have very similar looks. The idea then came to
Margaret to switch places with Stacy because The Duchess wanted to live a normal
life for a few days before she got married. Stacy and Margaret discussed their plan
in the palace where both of them acknowledge that they are distant cousins
explained by Mrs. Donatelli, Margaret’s assistant. They then begin their switch for
a few days and make Stacy identical top-to-toe so they would not get caught. It is
easier for Margaret to switch because her life became less intense, but it was
difficult for Stacy to follow the mannerisms and etiquette as a royal. At the same
time, she also has to make lots of improvisations which led her and Margaret to
their true calling, love, and destiny. By the time they switched back, both Stacy and
Margaret then realized that they fell in love with the man they had spent time with
when they switched places, Stacy to Prince Edward and Margaret to Kevin. At the
end of the story, Stacy won the competition and Prince Edward ran to Wembley
and proposed to her yet Margaret confessed her feelings to Kevin. All of them lived
happily ever after.
This study uses the transcript of movie subtitles to show the utterances of
the movie, The Princess Switch Full Transcript from Subslikescript website. The
analysis is also supported by the action and situation shown in the scenes of the
movie. The researcher uses the transcript of movie subtitles and the movie since
they are more prominent to show the portrayal of Stacy de Novo and her personality
development in The Princess Switch.
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B.

Approach of the Study
In this part of the study, the researcher elaborates on which approach to use

to examine the study. Due to the research questions which are concerning the
aspects of social environment changes in a character’s personality, this study uses
a psychological approach. In certain conditions, psychology and literature are
primarily associated. This is because literary works result and given insights from
human thoughts, and behavior. These things are also related to the mental state
possessed by an individual and represented as a character in literary works by the
author.
According to Wellek and Warren (1948), the psychological approach to
literary criticism has further developed after Freudian psychoanalysis.
Psychological approach in today use can be utilized in literary research in some
ways of category, which are, psychology of literature that studies the psychology
of the author as the individual, psychology of literature psychology that studies the
creative process, the study of the psychological types and laws applied in literary
works, and the psychological study on the effects of literary works to the readers
(p. 75). This study uses the study of the psychological types and laws applied in
literary works. The approach is suitable to answer the problem formulated because
the researcher analyses the character’s personality and how it is affected by the
aspects suggested by Elizabeth B. Hurlock in the theory of personality
development. The theories are also suitable for literary criticism that uses movie
and screenplays because both works are also literary works.
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C.

Method of the Study
This study uses library research as the method to obtain more understanding

and information from the sources. This study uses primary resources which are The
Princess Switch movie directed by Michael Rohl, seventh edition book written in
2008 by Joseph M. Boggs and Dennis W. Petrie entitled The Art of Watching Films,
Theories of Personality by Jess Feist and Gregory J.Feist, and Personality
Development by Elizabeth B. Hurlock. Secondary resources used to examine this
study are the related study conducted by Elin Eprilin Fitria Miela Putri (2020) from
Universitas Sanata Dharma entitled Personality Development of the Character of
Reporter in William Faulkner’s Pylon and a study entitled The Impacts of Don
Shirley’s Influence Towards Tony Lip’s Personality Development in Farrelly’s
Green Book Script by Albertus Revo Pramudya (2020).
However, there are several steps to be done to analyze the research questions
in this study. The first step is watching and rewatching the movie and reading the
subtitles transcript to understand more about the characters. After that, the
researcher formulates the problems in the first chapter of this study to illustrate the
big picture of the research. Furthermore, the researcher goes through the references
such as theories, journals, thesis, and other written sources which are needed to
examine the problem in this study.
The following step is to answer the research questions. However, the
researcher uses the theory of character and characterization which is suitable to
analyze characters in a movie. Therefore, Boggs and Petrie’s The Art of Watching
Films is chosen to describe the portrayal of Stacy de Novo. To highlight Stacy de
Novo’s personality change, the researcher divided this portrayal into two parts: the
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portrayal before Stacy de Novo switched places with Lady Margaret and the
portrayal after Stacy de Novo switched places with Lady Margaret Duchess of
Montenaro.
Moreover, to answer the following research questions, the researcher uses
the reference from Elizabeth Hurlock’s Personality Development to identify the
aspects which influence Stacy de Novo’s personality development and observes
how these aspects influence Stacy de Novo’s personality to finally developed at the
end of the movie The Princess Switch.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS
In this part of the study, the analysis is divided into two parts to answer each
research question. The first part discusses the portrayal of Stacy de Novo, the
second part discusses aspects that influence Stacy de Novo’s personality and how
those aspects played a role in her personality development. There are pictures from
some scenes and subtitles transcript to support the argument made to answer the
research questions on each part of the discussion.
A.

The Portrayal of Stacy de Novo in The Princess Switch
Stacy de Novo is the main character in this movie. She lived in Chicago and

owns a bakery shop named “Stacy’s Sweet and Treats”. Stacy runs the business
with her best friend, Kevin Richards. Kevin is also a single parent who lived with
his daughter, Olivia Richards. Both are close to Stacy de Novo.
Stacy de Novo is portrayed as a young woman who is very energetic and
independent. She was a culinary student in Le Cordon Bleu. As suggested by Boggs
and Petrie (2008), the process of characterization can help the audiences know the
character’s social and economic level, educational background, and mental
processes through the actor’s use of grammar, sentence structure, vocabulary, or
the particular dialect.
The researcher divides Stacy de Novo’s portrayal into two parts. The first
part is describing the portrayal of Stacy de novo before she switched places with
Lady Margaret Delacourt. The other part is describing the portrayal of Stacy de
Novo when she switched places with Lady Margaret Delacourt. Both parts have
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purpose to show the differences between Stacy’s initial characteristics and her
characteristics that develop as the movie ends.
1.

The Portrayal of Stacy de Novo Before Switching Places in the Movie

The Princess Switch
The name Stacy de Novo was firstly introduced when Stacy met her exboyfriend Paul. Unfortunately, Paul already has a new girlfriend. Stacy confidently
introduced her name to Paul’s new girlfriend which is shown in the dialogue below.
TAYLOR.
I’m Taylor.
STACY DE NOVO.
Stacy. Stacy De Novo. I’m sure Paul mentioned me.
TAYLOR.
Actually, no, he didn’t. Was he supposed to?
(Anonymous, The Princess Switch Full Transcript, 2018, lines 80-82)
The audience might assume that Stacy de Novo is a very friendly and
hospitable kind of person through her appearance. However, even though some
characteristics match her appearance, Boggs and Petrie (2008) suggested that
appearances might still mislead the audiences. Therefore, there are some other
identifications about her character.
a.

Kindhearted
Stacy is portrayed as a kindhearted woman in The Princess Switch. She was

surrounded by people who loved her in Chicago, especially her customer in Stacy
Sweet and Treats. Her kind heart was shown through her actions, which according
to Boggs and Petrie (2008), can be categorized to the characterization through
external actions. They also suggest that even small actions could help the readers
prove that the character belongs to a certain personality.
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Figure 1. Stacy de Novo interacts with an elder customer
In figure (1) Stacy appeared to give the paper bag to her customer and did a
little talk. At the beginning of the movie, Stacy appeared to serve the customer
herself, who is an older woman. This is one of the leadership features owned by
Stacy which is caring for others. Her actions somehow help the store to get more
famous because of her kindness and good hospitality experienced by her customers
and also her workers and her co-worker, Kevin Richards.
She always appreciates Kevin as her co-worker in Stacy Sweet and Treats.
She complimented him a lot which shows her gratitude to others who helped her.
Kevin Richards who is her best friend since high school knows her as a very kind
person. This characteristic then led Kevin and his daughter, Olivia, to secretly send
the photograph of their cake and their recipe to a baking contest held in Belgravia,
which is known as a state located in England. It is also to cheer Stacy up after she
broke up with Paul as mentioned in the dialogue below.
KEVIN
Well, when you broke up with Paul, I wanted to cheer you up. So I sent in
a photo and our recipe for the Christmas castle cake and...
OLIVIA
And...
KEVIN
♪ Ta-da ♪
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STACY
“At the behest of the Royal Family of Belgravia, the judging committee is
pleased to invite you to compete in our 56th International Christmas Baking
Competition.”
OLIVIA
Can you believe it?
KEVIN
They pay for everything.
(Anonymous, The Princess Switch Full Transcript, 2018, lines 35-41)
Stacy made it to the final, allowing her to go to the fully funded live baking
contest in Belgravia. This is a contest where only the best pastry chef could get in,
but Stacy refused with the excuse that their store cannot be closed right before
Christmas and that they are not prepared for such competition.
When Stacy walked down the street, she met a beggar and gave him money
which is a mysterious old man who appeared several times in the movie. Stacy also
gave very heart-warming feedback from the old man. He encouraged Stacy to
always believe in good things that will happen to her during Christmas. The beggar
is called the mysterious old man in this movie because after Stacy de Novo met him
on the street and was kind, she was shown and given help from this man. The
mysterious old man seemed to be magical in this movie because his presence
somehow helped Stacy to find her destiny. This characteristic is important to be
analyzed because by being a kindhearted person, Stacy then led other people to
attract others’ kindness to her such as when Kevin gave surprise to Stacy about the
competition
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Even though Stacy’s appearance matched her actions of being kindhearted
to others, some other characteristics that are seemed to be too intense in the movie
are mentioned as follows.
b.

Very Organized
The second characteristic that appears on Stacy de Novo is that she is a very

organized person. This can be seen in the movie when she asked Kevin about the
order for city hall. She also paid attention to small things which are shown when
they prepared the kitchen. Stacy alphabetized the list of baking tools they are going
to use for the competition which is shown in the dialogue below.
STACY
Piping bag, prep spoons, rolling pan, sifter, and sauté pan. It is all here.
KEVIN
Alphabetized the equipment list?
STACY
Yeah, of course I did.
(Anonymous, The Princess Switch Full Transcript, 2018, lines 153-154)
It can be seen from Kevin’s response to her when checking the baking
equipment. As Stacy’s best friend, he might be used to her actions which made him
also check on what she did. This characterization is based on the external action
done by Stacy. This characterization as proposed by Boggs and Petrie (2008) helps
the audience to understand a character’s characteristics through the things they do.
Stacy’s response to Kevin’s question shows the fact that she is always doing things
orderly and detailed even to small things like Stacy’s team’s equipment list.
When Stacy, Kevin, and Olivia arrived in Belgravia, they were given the
time to sightsee and to relax before going to the kitchen preparation in the Wembley
Stadium. Olivia asked them if they could stop in town to the Christmas fair to buy
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stockings, but Stacy wanted to come early to Wembley Stadium although they still
have more time to do other things. It shows that Stacy is a very organized person
which is shown in the dialogue below.
OLIVIA
Hey, can we stop in town? They have a huge North Pole Christmas fair with
Santa, with elves, with everything! And maybe we could even get some
stockings for the fireplace.
STACY
We’re supposed to be at Wembley at noon to prep the kitchen. It wouldn’t
hurt to be a little early.
OLIVIA
Please!
KEVIN
I mean, aren’t you being a little, I don’t know… neurotic?
STACY
I am being organized, okay? We have a schedule.
KEVIN
Let me see that. See? It says “time to have fun.”
OLIVIA
Yeah.
STACY
Where?
KEVIN
Right there. In invisible ink.
[Olivia giggles]
(Anonymous, The Princess Switch Full Transcript, 2018, lines 101-111)
According to the dialogue, Kevin is portrayed as a person whose personality
is contrasted from Stacy which means that he is more spontaneous and unorganized.
Kevin told Stacy that she is being neurotic because were also given the time to have
fun. Kevin then tried to encourage Stacy to enjoy their time in Belgravia. The
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presence of other characters as proposed by Boggs and Petrie (2008) which has
contrasted characteristics can help the audience to analyze the characterization of
the main character. In this movie, the director probably used Kevin to show the
difference of behaviors and opinions from confronting Stacy about her idea to come
early to Wembley Stadium. They do have the schedule, but they were also given
time to have fun. Stacy finally agreed to stop first at the town to buy stockings and
watched ballet without being late to the venue. The characteristic is actually favored
in the society, but, Stacy is too strict which made some people in the movie are
uncomfortable.
c.

High-Strung
The third characteristic that is found in the character of Stacy de Novo is

high-strung. An individual with high-strung characteristic is mainly categorized
into Type A personality which means they also belonged to competitive, very
critical to themselves, strong-minded, very perfectionist, and goal urgency
characteristics (Alfulaij & Alnasir, 2014, p. 559). Those characteristics mostly
found in a leader which is proved to be seen in Stacy de Novo as an owner of a
bakery shop. In The Princess Switch, Stacy de Novo is portrayed as someone who
often over-controlled things and is difficult to relax when she wants everything to
be done perfectly. She was also too concerned about how people see her in society
because she is very critical about her performances in the society.
Kevin persuaded her to go to the competition because it could help their
store to get more promotion, but Stacy refused with the reason that she was afraid
it might not happen. According to Boggs and Petrie (2008), other characters can be
a great source to dig information about particular characters analyzed by the
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audience. Kevin’s reaction to Stacy’s answer to the invitation is one of
characterization through the reaction from other characters. He gave us information
about Stacy’s characteristics which is shown below in the dialogue as follows.
KEVIN
Could you be spontaneous for once in your life?
STACY
You know I’m not good at spontaneous.
KEVIN
This could put us on the map.
STACY
Maybe. But maybe not.
(Anonymous, The Princess Switch Full Transcript, 2018, lines 50-53)
Other than the fear of not winning the competition, Stacy still felt sorry for
her relationship with Paul. Stacy admitted that she still cannot get over Paul and
planned to spend Christmas alone at home. Kevin kept her from being miserable
about Paul by taking her to the competition but Stacy refused. That was the time
when Stacy admitted that she has not moved on yet. Stacy finally decided to go to
Belgravia after she met Paul with his new girlfriend. The hard truth she was facing
is that his ex-boyfriend and his new girlfriend were going to spend Christmas with
Paul’s family as she did three years ago. When Stacy was asked about her plan for
Christmas, immediately said that she was going to Belgravia for a baking contest.
During preparation time given by the committee of the baking contest, she
met Brianna Michaels. Brianna is Stacy’s colleague at Le Cordon Bleu and her rival
at the competition who intentionally poured a drink to Stacy’s apron. Stacy went to
clean up her apron and accidentally ran into Lady Margaret Delacourt. As Stacy de
Novo tends to be valued as a perfect person, when she figured that the person she
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ran to is Lady Margaret Delacourt, she clarified immediately that she usually was
not that messy. Stacy was scared that it might affect the competition which is shown
in the dialogue as follows.
STACY
You’re the one who’s marrying the Prince?
MARGARET
Yes.
STACY
Oh, right. You’re here for that tour. Uh, look, I am really sorry for running
into you. I’m usually not this messy, uh, but I’m one of the contestants at
the baking contest, and there was an accident in the kitchen. I’m sorry. I’m
Stacy De Novo, by the way.
(Anonymous, The Princess Switch Full Transcript, 2018, lines 182-186)
Margaret was not mad because Stacy ran to her accidentally. Instead, she
invited Stacy to the palace for a wedding cake consultation. The consultation plan
was fake for there was a more important thing that Stacy has to do which is
Margaret’s plan to switch places. This is because Margaret seeing that their
resemblance has potential. It is also because The Duchess wanted to live a normal
life like Stacy before she married Prince Edward. Margaret believed that marriage
is about duty and alliances between nations. That is why she has to obey her parents
by marrying Prince Edward, but because Margaret only met him twice and not
knowing how her future folks in Belgravia live, she wanted Stacy to help her by
switching places. Margaret offered everything to Stacy so that they could switch
places. Stacy’s kind heart thought of Olivia and asked for a ballet scholarship for
the little girl. Stacy also asked to get back to the competition on time.
In this movie, Lady Margaret Delacourt is portrayed as a person who is
spontaneous and obedient. Her appearance is pretty much different because of her
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short hair and clothes which made her look more formal and show her social and
economic status. As a royal, Margaret used a particular dialect which is more likely
to be the British Received Pronunciation with lower speed than Stacy.
While Margaret undergoes a few days of being a normal girl, Stacy must
learn lots of various mannerisms and etiquette to act like a Duchess. Stacy had to
change her hairstyle and memorize the royal family tree which are shown in the
following figures.

Figure 2. Stacy de Novo cut her hair

Figure 3. Lady Margaret teaches Stacy the family tree of Edward
Stacy also learned to do curtsy and change her posture to be like Margaret
which are shown in figures (4) and (5). Stacy also has to manage using the British
accent which she has to master in a short time.
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Figure 4. Stacy de Novo learn to walk like The Duchess

Figure 5. Stacy de Novo learn to do a curtsy
They got help from Mrs. Donatelli, Lady Margaret’s assistant since she was
a little girl, from explaining the family tree to cut Stacy’s hair so the people will not
catch both Stacy and Margaret.
Before Margaret went to the cottage where Kevin and Olivia stayed,
Margaret told that Stacy only has to talk with the king and queen about the weather
because Edward will be away for a meeting in Spain that night. It turns out that
Edward canceled the meeting to spend time with ‘Margaret’ which made Stacy have
to improvise a lot when she was spending time with Prince Edward such as horse
riding, dancing, and playing the piano. Prince Edward did not realize with whom
he spent his time the past days because he enjoyed time with Stacy. The palace
might be a suitable place for Stacy who is very organized and loves to be in charge
which made Edward seemed comfortable to be around Stacy.
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2.

The Portrayal of Stacy de Novo After Switching Places in the Movie

The Princess Switch
Living in the palace made Stacy accustomed to its customs and etiquettes
eventually. As a common person, Stacy can get the point of view of both
environments which helped her to interact and gave her new ideas for Prince
Edward. Stacy’s presence somehow brought changes to Prince Edward and also for
herself. These changes affect the characteristics of Stacy de Novo which allow her
to develop as a person with characteristics as follows.
a.

Spontaneous
The first characteristic that appeared after Stacy de Novo lived in the palace

for a few days is spontaneous. It was revealed in the movie where on the following
day after the charity ball at the palace, Edward scheduled a carriage for him and
Stacy. Prince Edward wanted to spend time talking with Stacy and listen to her
opinion about St. Andrews. Stacy thinks that raising money for charity work is good
but it will be better if they could be involved by scheduling a day at the family
shelter to know the people.
Unfortunately, the shelter did not have a Christmas tree and presents for the
kids because the money from the ball was allocated for the logistics so the staff
could feed the families in the shelter. Even though the people who manage St.
Andrews also put little presents for the kids, it is sad to know that the place could
not feel the joy of Christmas by not having the Christmas tree and presents. Then,
Stacy suddenly came up with the idea of giving presents and buying the shelter a
Christmas tree as mentioned in the dialogue as follows.
MRS. DONATELLI
I trust it was a good visit?
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PRINCE EDWARD
It was very educational. The families here don’t have a real Christmas tree
or presents for the children.
STACY DE NOVO
Unless we do the shopping, and the wrapping, and the baking.
PRINCE EDWARD
You and I?
STACY DE NOVO
Why not?
FRANK DE LUCA
You’ve already made the proper gesture, Your Grace.
STACY DE NOVO
A gesture isn’t what Christmas is about.
We have the afternoon free.
PRINCE EDWARD
Well...
It’s a very ambitious undertaking. So I suppose we’d better get right to it.
(Anonymous, The Princess Switch Full Transcript, 2018, lines 860-868)
Stacy initiated the idea of scheduling the shelter and giving them presents
for Christmas which meant she started to be more spontaneous. Her ability to
control people allows her to organize their immediate plan to visit the shelter and
give more to the people. Boggs and Petrie suggested that this action could be seen
as the characterization through external actions which could also be seen in the
following characteristic that has changed on Stacy de Novo.
b.

Easy-going
The second characteristic that appears in Stacy de Novo’ s personality after

she lived in the palace for a few days is easy-going. Even though she has to live
with the customs and etiquettes, Stacy did not push herself to be perfect in front of
the people there and not push herself with schedules and lists when she was in the
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palace with Edward. She was not caring too much about her role as a princess for a
few days. As they scheduled a time to visit St. Andrews, the family shelter, Stacy
and Edward themselves wrapped the presents. Stacy also baked cookies for them.
They talked a little about their Christmas routine with their family which is shown
in the dialogue below.
STACY
I’m generally not the sentimental type, but doing things like this helps keep
a piece of the past alive.
PRINCE EDWARD
Yes, I know what you mean. I used to love the smell of turkey roasting at
Christmas. It meant my cousins were coming over to play. That was a long
time ago.
STACY
It’s still all right to play sometimes.
PRINCE EDWARD
[chuckles wryly] Not so sure about that.
STACY
Well, I am.
(Anonymous, The Princess Switch Full Transcript, 2018, lines 971-977)
In the dialogue, Stacy encouraged Prince Edward to sometimes loosen
himself a bit after doing his duties as a prince. This means that Stacy has also shown
herself as a more easy-going person. Shown below are the figures showing the
moment where when Stacy visited the shelter below.
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Figure 6. The visit to St. Andrews family shelter

Figure 7. Prince Edward and Stacy de Novo play Twister in Fredericks’s Toy
Emporium
In figure (6) and (7) Stacy also allows herself to bond with the children and
play twister while shopping for the presents for the kids in St. Andrews. According
to Boggs and Petrie (2008), this dialogue is proven as the characterization through
external action because Stacy is doing things that are not directly said from other
character’s response or her statement, but from the audience’s perspective who saw
her as someone that has loosen herself a bit after living in the palace.
Stacy and Margaret finally switched back but apparently, they fell in love
with the partner they had been through the switch. It is revealed when Margaret told
Stacy that Kevin is too precious and how Edward is so charming. Margaret no
longer thought about marriage as her duty because she has to love the person she
married with. This brought Margaret to confess to Edward that she and Stacy had
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switched places for a few days and they ran to Wembley Studios to confess their
feelings.
Kevin accepted Lady Margaret because he does not ignore the fact that both
Margaret and Kevin are fell in love which is also what Olivia wanted. When Edward
told Stacy about his feelings, Stacy refused as shown in the following dialogue.
PRINCE EDWARD
Stacy, wait! Please, stop.
STACY DE NOVO
Edward, you can’t be in love with me.
PRINCE EDWARD
Says who?
STACY DE NOVO
It isn’t right. Okay, things happen according to plan. Life happens
according to plan, and this...This is not the way it was planned.
PRINCE EDWARD
So you’re saying you don’t love me.
STACY DE NOVO
No, that’s not what I’m saying. I love you more than I’ve ever loved
anyone in my whole life
(Anonymous, The Princess Switch Full Transcript, 2018, lines 1295-1301)
Stacy was scared that her life might change to be more complicated in
Belgravia than in Chicago. Her fear of failure still coming which made her deny
that she also fell in love with Prince Edward. Prince Edward then offered her to
make a store in Belgravia too, so, Stacy could still do what she loves while living
with him. Edward also encouraged her that the plan is that Stacy and Edward were
meant to be together. Stacy then accepted him and they got married the following
Christmas.
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Based on the description above, Stacy de Novo can be categorized as
dynamic and round character. Stacy experiencing some changes such as switch
places and living a Duchess’ life. The complexity of her character also shown in
the characteristics where Stacy is a kindhearted person but at the same time was a
very organized and a high-strung character.
From the portrayal of Stacy de Novo also seen that Stacy undergoes
development in her personality. It started on the night of the charity ball where
Stacy could be herself which was a very organized person when she was with
Edward but she managed to be more spontaneous and easy-going. These changes
might not happen if Stacy decided to stay at home on Christmas in Chicago, which
also meant that the environment has impacted Stacy de Novo’s personality. This
statement is based on Allport’s theory on personality which suggests that to adapt
to a new environment, an individual has to adjust to the environment, but not only
adjust, they also have to reflect and interact (Feist & Feist, 1976, p. 378). The
portrayal of Stacy de Novo before and after she switched places with Lady Margaret
Delacourt has proven that

different place and situation influence someone’s

personality development.
B.

The Aspects Influencing Stacy de Novo’ s Personality Development in

The Princess Switch
This part of the study discusses Stacy de Novo’s personality, which
experienced personality development after she went to Belgravia as a contestant in
the baking contest. In this movie, Stacy de Novo’s personality developments
happen from the middle until the end of the movie. Even though an individual’s
personality development mostly happened in adolescence and progressed to be
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settled, an individual’s personality in adulthood still changes into greater maturity
and increased stability. The individual still spends their time exploring identity and
intimacy issues (Hopwood, et al., 2012). Thus, it is still possible for Stacy de Novo
who is assumed as a woman in her 20s age to experience changes in her personality.
In this part of the analysis, the researcher mentions the particular aspects
that influence Stacy de Novo’s personality development. This analysis also shows
how those aspects influence Stacy de Novo’s personality development. However,
as Hurlock (1974) proposes that personality changes do not occur of their own
accord, there must be conditions responsible in developing someone’s personality.
Hurlock also suggests that some aspects contribute to the development of an
individual: physical change, changes in environment, change in roles, social
pressure, change in significant people, strong motivation, changes of self-concept,
and psychotherapy. In The Princess Switch, five aspects contribute to Stacy de
Novo’s personality development which are elaborated as follows.
1.

Changes in significant people
According to Hurlock (1974, p.126), there are changes to significant people

in an individual’s life. The personality may be affected by adaptation to the people’s
behaviors, beliefs, and attitudes because these people might be viewed as the
aspiration of this particular individual.
In this movie, when Stacy de Novo took the role of a Duchess in the palace,
she experienced the change of these significant people. In Chicago, she lived and
worked with Kevin and Olivia as her support system. When she moved to the
palace, the people also changed into Mrs. Donatelli, The King and Queen, and also
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Prince Edward. This allows her to adapt to these people and learn about their
attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors.
However, the person she interacts more with at the palace is Edward and Mrs.
Donatelli. Therefore, she has to adapt to the way they think and believe. Stacy and
Edward have similar characteristics in being organized, but Edward sometimes is
calmer than her. From Mrs. Donatelli, Stacy learned to respect other people and not
be too bossy. Stacy de Novo lives in the palace for a few days with the King and
the Queen, which means she cannot underestimate her role and behave like a real
princess.
2.

Changes in environment
The second aspect is the environment which is also an aspect that impacts

her. Chicago and Belgravia are different countries because they are located on
different continents. Hurlock said that four things help an individual experiences
change in personality as the environment changes.
When Stacy was going to the Christmas fair in the city center, Edward’s
limousine almost bumped her as she yelled at the car. Frank, Edward’s assistant
identified her as a tourist from the United States because she yelled to the car. This
shows that the people and the culture in Belgravia and Chicago are different.
The palace’s environment brought Stacy de Novo to have broader
experience and more adequate status in the society. This made her able to give a
new perspective as she has experienced living in different social statuses, not only
the mannerisms but also the way of thinking.
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3.

Changes in roles
Hurlock suggests three conditions that are damaging to an individual’s

personality pattern. One of them is being prevented from making a change when
the individual feels capable of doing so (1974, p. 127). It is proven in Stacy’s
characteristics of being over-controlled in things around her.
On the charity ball, Stacy was trying to be proactive by asking about the
workers for the charity work at St. Andrews’ family shelter. It seemed like she
wanted to be involved but because the palace has people to manage the charity
work, she was prevented from controlling the event. Stacy has to know her place in
the palace because she lived with the King and Queen which is shown in the
following dialogue.
STACY
How many families actually live in the shelter?
THE QUEEN
I don’t know exactly. Quite a few.
STACY
Is there a full-time staff there or just volunteers?
THE QUEEN
We don’t concern ourselves with the details. We have people for that.
STACY
Of cou... Of course.
I didn’t...
(Anonymous, The Princess Switch Full Transcript, 2018, lines 723-727)
Edward, who realized this thing, approached Stacy by taking her to a
conversation in their carriage ride in the morning. Instead of confronting Stacy,
Edward wanted to listen to her suggestions. Stacy wanted to make the kingdom
more populist by getting involved in charity and getting to know the people in St.
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Andrews. This change in roles affected her personality by letting her be more vocal
about things which led her to be more spontaneous. This can be seen where she
spontaneously asked to buy and wrap the presents for St. Andrews after their visit.
According to Hurlock (1974, p.127), there will be a change in the
individual’s self-concept if their role change is more favorable because it will lead
the individual to be better than before. In The Princess Switch, Stacy de Novo
proved that her action could bring Belgravia to be viewed better by its people. That
is why this change supports her personality change to be more spontaneous.
4.

Social pressure
As an adult, Stacy must be aware of either admired or disliked

characteristics by her surroundings. When Stacy moved to the palace, she was the
bride-to-be who was expected to arrange stuff for the royal wedding.
In Chicago, Stacy worked as an owner, allowing her to give orders and talk
as she likes. When she moved to the palace to live as The Duchess, the pressure
was different. Living in the palace made her limited to do things as she likes because
everything was arranged for her. At the same time, every customs that are made to
be followed by Stacy as “Duchess” also help her to develop better because she does
not have to worry how to act since everything is arranged. By being a Duchess,
Stacy was given more chances to explore other things because she no longer had to
organize her schedule down to the details.
On the horse riding, Stacy felt offended because Edward assumed that her
only thing to do is to arrange the wedding and not be involved in foreign affairs.
This made Stacy have to prove that she was not just an ordinary bride-to-be
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princess. She is also concerned with things that are related to the same things as
Edward’s by starting to be vocal about St. Andrews.
5.

Strong motivation
Hurlock (1974, p. 119) proposes that most people are barely satisfied with

their personality when they are growing up and feel that there is no urge to change
it. Stacy de Novo realized that she had to try to listen to others when she met the
mysterious old man at the Christmas fair. At that time, Stacy, Kevin, and Olivia
were going to buy stockings. Before they went to Belgravia, Kevin persuaded her
by saying The Beatles’ quote “Life is what happens when you’re busy making other
plans.” When she met the mysterious old man, it was the second time someone had
said that to her. The mysterious old man then told her to try to listen to it.
According to the explanation above, Stacy shows her concern to change to
be a better person which according to Hurlock (1974, p.127) can affect the
individual’s personality because it shows that her motivation is strong enough.
When Stacy asked to switch places with Lady Margaret, she was uncertain because
she was scared of what was ahead of her. Especially her role has to be changed as
The Duchess, but she finally agreed to switch places because she believed that
everything will be fine even though she was away for a few days before the
competition as shown in the dialogue below.
STACY DE NOVO
[sighs]
I mean, if you really think it would help you out.
MARGARET DELACOURT
So, you’ll do it.
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STACY DE NOVO
They say life’s what’s happening when you’re busy making other plans.
MARGARET DELACOURT
Fabulous.
(Anonymous, The Princess Switch Full Transcript, 2018, lines 272-276)
By switching places with Lady Margaret Delacourt, Stacy also shows that
she is started to gain the courage to do something different. Stacy learned to listen
to the advice from Kevin and the mysterious old man. Her action also helps to later
develop into someone who is more spontaneous along the story.
From the elaboration above, it can be concluded that there are some aspects
that change that impacted Stacy de Novo’s personality which results in personality
development. The fact that these aspects help her achieve personality development
is also proofing that even though the period of relative stability is seen in adulthood,
an individual’s personality could also change with the help of these aspects. Even
though Stacy de Novo’s personality did not change significantly, it improves to be
better and brings up new characteristics in her spontaneous and easy-going
personality.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION
In this part of the study, the researcher concludes the result of the analysis,
which answers each research question. The first question is how Stacy de Novo is
portrayed in Michael Rohl’s The Princess Switch. The second question is what
aspects influencing Stacy de Novo’s personality development and how those
aspects influence Stacy de Novo’s personality development.
According to the analysis, Stacy de Novo is portrayed as a woman who
owned a bakery shop in Chicago. Stacy runs the business with her best friend, Kevin
Richards. At the beginning of the story, the story portrays Stacy de Novo as a
kindhearted but very organized and high-strung person. Stacy is kindhearted for she
is very humble and caring to her surroundings including the customers in her bakery
shop. Stacy is also identified as very organized and high-strung because she always
plans things down to the details and is scared to do different things since she broke
up with her ex-boyfriend, Paul. To cheer Stacy up, Kevin Richards and his daughter,
Olivia, sent Stacy to a big competition in Belgravia. Stacy refused at first because
she did not want to close the store before Christmas, but finally, she changed her
mind after seeing her ex-boyfriend and the new girlfriend planning to spend
Christmas with Paul’s family.
In Belgravia, Stacy de Novo met The Duchess of Montenaro, Margaret, who
wanted to switch places for a few days after they ran to each other. Stacy de Novo,
as a common person, has to learn so many etiquettes and mannerisms. Life in the
palace has changed her into a more spontaneous and easy-going person. Therefore,
this characteristics marked the development of Stacy de Novo’s personality. Stacy
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becomes more spontaneous because she initiates some ideas without giving strict
details on how to do it such as visiting the St. Andrews’ family shelter and giving
presents for the kids there. Stacy also becomes more easy-going since she moved
to the palace. It is because Stacy is getting used to the environment and the customs
of the palace arranged her life, so she does not need to worry about how she appears
in society.
These changes in characteristics are inseparable from the external factors
proposed by Hurlock (1974), on the theory of personality development. Some
changes that happened such as changes in significant people, changes in
environment, changes in roles, changes in social pressure, and strong motivation
are also interfering in Stacy de Novo’s personality development. Stacy de Novo
undergoes changes in significant people because she is close to Kevin Richards and
his daughter, Olivia. When she lived at the palace, she interacted daily with Prince
Edward, the King, the Queen, Mrs. Donatelli, and Mr.Frank. Changes in
environment also applied because Stacy was living in a different country as an
ordinary person while at the palace she is not accustomed to live as a royal. Changes
in roles is one of the changes which is pretty damaging to Stacy’s personality
pattern which is over-controlled. Her role as a princess is different from her role as
an owner of a bakery shop in Chicago.
The role of Stacy as a princess at the palace prevents her authority because
she lived with people who have higher position than her such as Queen Caroline
and King George. Social pressure at the palace also took place in changing Stacy
and has the same effect as the changes in roles. As a princess, Stacy is expected to
arrange the royal wedding while Prince Edward is busy with the foreign affairs. She
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is offended when Prince Edward said that Stacy does not have to worry about
foreign affairs as Edward. Her action limited because of her roles and social
pressure which does not allow her to do things as she likes. The last aspect is strong
motivation. Stacy finally wanted to listen to what others said to her. The motivation
came out after Stacy met the mysterious old man at the Christmas fair. He said that
life is what happens when you’re busy making other plans. It was the same saying
when Kevin persuaded her to go to Belgravia. The strong motivation helped Stacy
to finally decide to switch places with Margaret Delacourt without any doubt. At
the end of the story, these aspects helped Stacy find her destiny, marrying Prince
Edward and winning the baking contest because she succeeded in changing into a
better person.
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